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Abstract: Acoustic emissions from current energy converters remain an environmental concern
for regulators because of their potential effects on marine life and uncertainties about their effects
stemming from a lack of sufficient observational data. Several recent opportunities to characterize
tidal turbine sound emissions have begun to fill knowledge gaps and provide a context for future
device deployments. In July 2021, a commercial-off-the-shelf hydrophone was deployed in a free-
drifting configuration to measure underwater acoustic emissions and characterize a 25 kW-rated
tidal turbine at the University of New Hampshire’s Living Bridge Project in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire. Sampling methods and analysis were performed in alignment with the recently pub-
lished IEC 62600-40 Technical Specification for acoustic characterization of marine energy converters.
Results from this study indicate acoustic emissions from the turbine were below ambient sound levels
and therefore did not have a significant impact on the underwater noise levels of the project site. As a
component of Pacific Northwest National Laboratory’s Triton Field Trials (TFiT) described in this
Special Issue, this effort provides a valuable use case for the IEC 62600-40 Technical Specification
framework and further recommendations for cost-effective technologies and methods for measuring
underwater noise at future current energy converter project sites.

Keywords: marine energy; underwater noise; environmental monitoring; drifting hydrophone;
tidal turbine; current energy converter

1. Introduction

Expanding the nation’s portfolio of renewable power generation capabilities is criti-
cal for meeting sustainable future U.S. energy demands and reaching goals for reduced
carbon emissions. Marine energy (ME) derived from harnessing free-flowing tidal cur-
rents has been identified as a highly viable renewable energy resource [1] and presents
an engineering opportunity for creative device design in open water and tidal environ-
ments. Deployment of these new technologies has generated regulatory concerns stem-
ming from uncertainties about their environmental impacts as these novel structures are
introduced into marine habitats. For instance, many marine animals, including mammals,
fish, and invertebrates, are sensitive to the acoustic environment and use soundscape
cues in the ocean for a variety of critical life functions including communication, forag-
ing, navigation, reproduction, and protecting territory [2,3]. Anthropogenic effects on
acoustic conditions are therefore a key concern for maintaining healthy coastal ecosys-
tems [4–6]. Uncertainty surrounding ME-radiated underwater noise and chronic exposure
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for the animals in these habitats is identified as a key environmental stressor of concern [7].
Marine energy converter (MEC) device deployments in the U.S. have been limited and
more sound characterization data are needed to inform the determination of risks to accel-
erate deployment of the technology. Taking advantage of opportunities to record measured
sound levels and characterize underwater noise during initial ME device testing and
demonstration will help fill knowledge gaps and ease environmental concerns. This will
further promote clear and efficient pathways for future permitting and licensing of ME
deployments within existing frameworks and proposed guidelines for sound exposure to
marine mammals and fish in U.S. waters [8,9].

Cycled testing of current energy converters (CECs) is a fundamental step toward
advancing technologies and ultimately the success of the ME industry. Early-stage deploy-
ments are critical for addressing environmental concerns and highlight the importance
of measuring and characterizing underwater noise using standardized, environmental
monitoring technologies and methods that are transferable across sites and a variety of
CECs. Yet, a clear understanding of acoustic emissions from tidal turbines has been defi-
cient because of a limited number of device deployments and the challenges associated
with passive acoustic measurements in energetic tidal channels [10,11]. Fortunately, oppor-
tunities to measure underwater noise produced by tidal turbines have increased within
the last several years, resulting in a handful of studies characterizing acoustic emissions
from turbines [12–15]. The turbines measured and characterized in these studies ranged in
scale from 35 kW to 2.2 MW of rated generation capacity. Low-frequency tonal emissions
and harmonics radiating from the operating CECs were the most consistent type of signals
recorded and ranged from 20 Hz to 4000 Hz, with the majority of the acoustic energy found
in the lower decidecade bands (100 Hz). High-frequency and broadband turbine signals
and tonal noise from power electronics [12] have also been observed spanning frequencies
of up to 20,000 Hz.

Flow noise contamination of low-frequency recordings from turbulent flow across the
hydrophone sensor at fixed stations remains a significant challenge for recording long-term
underwater noise at tidal energy sites [16]. The most common approach has relied on
drifting hydrophone technologies that reduce flow noise by minimizing relative velocities
between the sensor and the mean current. This results in reduced low-frequency flow
noise contamination of the acoustic recordings and aids in the spatial coverage of range-
dependent measurements. This comes at the expense of long-term fixed observations
suitable for more time-dependent analysis of turbine-generated underwater noise.

In 2021, as a component of the Triton Field Trials (TFiT) [17], Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL) carried out an effort to collect and analyze underwater
noise data at a tidal turbine site at the University of New Hampshire’s Living Bridge
(UNH-LB) Project [18]. The UNH-LB Project provides an opportunity for testing and
advancing turbine technology, while also serving as a natural laboratory for environmental
monitoring technology testing and data collection, supported by long-term environmental
sensor deployments adjacent to the turbine. Commercial-off-the-shelf hydrophone sensor
technology and sampling methods aligned with the recent International Electrotechnical
Commission 62600-40 Technical Specification (IEC-40) [19] for characterizing acoustic
emissions around MECs were used to the extent possible. The objectives were aimed at
characterizing the underwater noise of the ME turbine, providing a use case and further
recommendations for cost-effective technologies and methods that are technically rigorous,
and helping to address regulatory requirements for underwater noise.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Site Description

The UNH-LB Project uses the existing infrastructure of the Memorial Bridge connecting
motor vehicle and pedestrian traffic between Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and Kittery,
Maine, over the tidal Piscataqua River in Great Bay Estuary, roughly 4 km upriver from
the Gulf of Maine (Figure 1). The turbine deployment platform (TDP) is moored under the
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bridge in 18 m deep water adjacent to the second bridge pier on the Portsmouth side, and
out of the shipping channel located central to the bridge span. The floating TDP consists
of a 15 m long by 6 m wide steel frame with two main and four auxiliary high-density
polyethylene floats for buoyancy. It is connected to the bridge pier via two vertical pilings
that allow the platform to move up and down with the tides. The site experiences mixed,
semi-diurnal tides ranging up to 4 m with significant directional current velocity asymmetry
between the ebb and flood stages caused by bathymetric complexities [20]. Tidal energy
resource characterization using Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) measurements
taken in 2017 [20] on the bow and stern of the TDP show maximum flow during the ebb
stage reaching up to 2.85 m/s at the mid-turbine depth 1.4 m below the surface for 2 min
ensemble averages during a strong perigean spring tide.
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during this acoustic monitoring study. The turbine is a 4-bladed vertically oriented cross-
flow design with a 3.2 m diameter and 1.7 m high rotor that is easily deployed by rotating 
the turbine assembly with a pitch mechanism through the moon pool in the center of the 
TDP. Turbine blades are composed of solid aluminum. The turbine energy conversion 
system includes an above-water direct drive permanent magnet generator with a maxi-
mum capacity of 25 kW. It is estimated that this turbine with its slightly smaller rotor 
(standard is 3.4 m diameter) can achieve this “rated” capacity at tidal current velocities of 
about 3.3 m/s. Additionally, the power electronics of the energy conversion system 

Figure 1. The University of New Hampshire’s Living Bridge Project turbine deployment platform is
moored to a pier of the Memorial Bridge that spans the Piscataqua River and tidal estuary on the
border of New Hampshire and Maine in the northeastern Unites States. The star in the lower right
inset map represents regional reference location of the site.

The Port of Portsmouth is developed with commercial, recreational, and industrial
activities [21], which result in extensive vessel traffic transiting up- and downriver beneath
the Memorial Bridge, and automobile traffic across the bridge. The infrastructure and
traffic contribute significantly to the anthropogenically dominated acoustic conditions and
surrounding soundscape of the Lower Piscataqua River area.

2.2. Turbine

The UNH-LB Project operated a New Energy Corporation Envirogen 025 turbine dur-
ing this acoustic monitoring study. The turbine is a 4-bladed vertically oriented crossflow
design with a 3.2 m diameter and 1.7 m high rotor that is easily deployed by rotating
the turbine assembly with a pitch mechanism through the moon pool in the center of the
TDP. Turbine blades are composed of solid aluminum. The turbine energy conversion
system includes an above-water direct drive permanent magnet generator with a maximum
capacity of 25 kW. It is estimated that this turbine with its slightly smaller rotor (standard is
3.4 m diameter) can achieve this “rated” capacity at tidal current velocities of about 3.3 m/s.
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Additionally, the power electronics of the energy conversion system including generator,
power rectification and grid synchronous inverter are housed above water on the TDP [20].

2.3. Drifting Hydrophones

The surface float for the drifting hydrophone system was a Taylor Made Traditional
Sur-Moor™ 0.5 m diameter buoy constructed with a polyethylene shell and closed cell
foam core with galvanized steel rings on top and bottom connected by a steel shaft running
through the buoy center. A 1 m polyethylene loop was attached to the top ring to assist
buoy deployments and recoveries. For geolocation positioning, a low-cost Emlid Reach
M2™ Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) module, 5 V/3 A USB battery bank with
a capacity of 10 Ah, and GNSS antenna were mounted in a 3D-printed watertight enclosure
adjacent to the top ring of the surface float and set to record at 5 Hz. Suspended under-
water from the lower steel ring of the surface float, a 6.4 mm diameter, 0.5 m long shock
line and a 3.2 mm diameter, 1 m parachute cord static line were tied to a custom-made,
ballasted polyvinyl chloride (PVC) hydrophone housing that was surrounded by a fabric
flowshield (Figure 2a). The 0.5 m diameter, 0.8 m long egg-shaped flowshield was con-
structed of a sewn fabric (DriFit wicking spandex Ripstop™, 84% Polyester, 16% spandex)
shell stretched over four 4.1 mm diameter spring-tempered stainless-steel ribs to enclose
the hydrophone sensor (Figure 2b). The flow shield was custom built by adapting the
proven and performance-tested University of Washington Drifting Acoustic Instrumenta-
tion System (DAISY) design [22,23]. Soft connection points were used between the surface
float and hydrophone housing at depth to reduce the potential for mechanical system
self-noise. The hydrophone was suspended 1.6 m below the water surface, near the center
of the crossflow turbine-swept area of 1.3 m below the water surface in alignment with the
IEC 62600-40 TS.
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Figure 2. (a) The drifting hydrophone system components and configuration including surface buoy,
GNSS, shock and static lines connecting the buoy to the lower hydrophone housing and flow shield.
(b) A drawing of the lower, underwater housing and mounting configuration of the hydrophone
sensor and flowshield support structure. Note that both ballast weights and syntactic foam are
incorporated in the mounting design to maintain proper sensor orientation and stability at depth.
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The hydrophone sensor was an Ocean Sonics icListen™ model SC2-ETH sampling at
256 kHz with 24-bit resolution. The hydrophone was calibrated by certified laboratories
9 months prior to use for the UNH-LB field recordings. The low-frequency calibration
was performed by the accredited Ocean Networks Canada—Hydrocal Laboratory, which
reported monotonically increasing sensitivity response from −184 to −180 dB re 1 V/µPa
from 10 to 50 Hz, and a flat sensitivity response of −180 dB re 1 V/µPa from 50 to 700 Hz.
The high-frequency calibration was performed at the accredited PNNL Bioacoustics and
Flow Laboratory [24], which reported a sensitivity response of −184 dB re 1 V/µPa from
50–100 kHz. The hydrophone was also calibrated in the field prior to deployments using a
B&K Hydrophone Calibrator Type 4229 pistonphone at 250 Hz.

2.4. Data Collection

To optimize acoustic recordings during the largest possible range of turbine generator
power outputs, drifting hydrophone data were collected during the daylight hours of a
week close to monthly maximum ebb tidal exchanges on 21–23 July 2021, during which
the maximum daytime tidal currents reached 2.0 to 2.3 m/s. Due to this, turbine power
generation only reached 5 kW, 20% of the 25 kW capacity rating during the acoustic
recording period (described in Section 2.5 below, note that the nighttime tidal currents
were about 0.2–0.3 m/s faster due to the daily inequality). Drifts targeting 25 m × 25 m
zones centered 100 m upstream and 100 m downstream and slightly offset to the port side
from the turbine axis to avoid collision were carried out as specified in the IEC 62600-40 TS.
Although specified in the IEC 62600-40 TS, no recordings were collected from the starboard
side (north) of the turbine because of the acoustic shadow and blocking from the adjacent
bridge pier to which the TDP is attached. The port side (south) zone was moved toward
the turbine as required by flow characteristics in the channel and spatial restrictions from
nearby docks and shoreline structures. The center of this zone was positioned 25 m from
the turbine axis.

During each drift sequence, the UNH support vessel moved into the upstream area
above the target zone and, in an effort to avoid acoustic contamination, if there were no
vessels operating within sight of the project area, the drifting hydrophone system was
deployed, allowing ample time for the hydrophone sensor to settle at the desired depth in
the target zone. Meanwhile the UNH vessel moved quickly upstream and turned off the
engine and fathometer, going into a quiet mode and drifting with the current. The drifting
hydrophone system was tracked visually as it passed the TDP and when it reached a
distance ~100 m downstream of the TDP it had to be quickly recovered before drifting
into shallow reef and rock structures. Upon recovering the drifting hydrophone system,
the UNH support vessel transited back up-current to repeat the process. Drifts lasted
2–4 min depending on flow velocities. High levels of maritime activity on 22 July 2021
and thunderstorms on 23 July 2021 added complexity to the acoustic recording operations.
A total of 14 hydrophone drifts were collected on 23 July 2021 and used in this analysis.

2.5. Data Processing and Analysis

GNSS position data for the drifting hydrophone buoy were post process kinematic
(PPK) corrected using base station data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) Network [25]
station ID NHUN on the nearby UNH campus in Durham, New Hampshire. Emlid Studio
(Version 1) GNSS data processing software was used to PPK correct the Emlid Reach M2™-
derived GNSS drifter positions, and flag data quality. Only positions identified with fixed
and float solutions representative of the highest data quality with estimated horizontal
accuracies <5 cm were included in the analysis, though we note that the compliant nature
of the suspension system introduces at least this much ambiguity in the position of the
hydrophone relative to the buoy. As the buoy drifted under the Memorial Bridge, the GNSS
satellite signal connection was momentarily degraded during a roughly 10–15 m distance
where data quality was below standards and therefore the associated data were removed
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from the analysis. To account for this data gap, linear interpolation was used to connect
high-quality GNSS measurements.

Flow measurement data were collected upstream at the turbine mid-swept area
depth 1.3 m below the water level using a FlowQuest™ 1000 ADCP from LinkQuest
Inc. On 23 July 2021 maximum daytime ebb tidal currents of 2.33 m/s occurred during
the afternoon. The turbine power generation time series was measured during periods
of turbine operation when flow speeds were strong enough for the generator AC power
output voltage, frequency, and phase to be rectified for grid synchronization. The IEC
62600-40 TS defines the percentage power ratings relative to the maximum rated capacity
of the turbine, 25 kW in this instance. Since the rated power was never reached during
this test, the maximum DC output (~5 kW) was used to normalize the power generation
time series and determine the percentage power ratings during the two ebb tidal cycles
that occurred during the 24 h period starting at 00:00 EDT 23 July 2021. This is a reason-
able deviation from the maximum 25 kW specified overall capacity of the turbine used to
calculate the percentage power ratings as defined in the IEC 62600-40 TS. As the 25 kW
power generation state of the turbine is never achieved at the UNH-LB site, normalizing
the generator output by the maximum measured value during the largest monthly tidal
exchanges provides a robust measure of the range of power generation states for the turbine
in this environment. The rated capacity was sorted into five categories—0%, 25%, 50%,
75%, and 100% [19]—and each category included the rated capacity values in the range of
±10% (Figure 3). Time stamps corresponding to these categories were identified and sound
pressure characterization metrics were extracted according to the sorted capacity range.
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Figure 3. Turbine power-rated capacity at five color-coded ranges (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%, ±10%),
on 23 July 2021, from midnight to 18:39:14, Eastern Daylight Time (EDT). The rated capacity shown
here was calculated by dividing the turbine power generation time series by the measured maximum
turbine power output observed during the ~19-h period on 23 July 2021. Note, hydrophone recordings
were limited to daylight hours during the second ebb tide period (13:54:00–17:16:00 EDT).

Acoustic data were initially reviewed in spectrograms using Ishmael (version 1.0)
software [26] to identify obvious periods of vessel noise contamination, thereby reducing
the data set to only the times when the drifting hydrophone was deployed in the water.
Time periods near the beginning or end of drifts where the UNH support vessel was
moving away or toward the hydrophone were removed. Despite caution taken to avoid
deploying the hydrophone during periods of visually observed vessel activity, vessel
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noise from distant boats or boats that appeared after a hydrophone drift began was still
present in the acoustic record at low levels, and sequences containing this contamination
were also subsequently removed. Flow noise in the acoustic data was limited, and the
characteristic f−5/3 flow noise relationship [16] was not readily observed, owing to the
successful design of the flow shield and the drifting hydrophone approach. The mean-
square sound pressure spectral density level was plotted as a function of time and frequency
(i.e., a spectrogram), and closer inspection of spectrograms from the reduced data set did not
reveal any obvious noise sources. However, no characteristic acoustic signals attributable
to turbines in previous studies [12–15] could be identified in the hydrophone recordings.
Likewise, non-acoustic mechanical self-noise was not observed or was below established
requirements [19]. A plot of the mean-square sound pressure spectral density levels from
a nearby boat (<1 km), the 50% power capacity rating of the turbine in the port zone at
25 m, and a reference self-noise recording from the laboratory bench show the hydrophone
sensor and system response were functioning properly during the turbine test period over
a range of received sound levels (Figure 4). It is worth noting the terrestrial electromagnetic
interference (EMI) in the bench test self-noise levels (e.g., 60 Hz) that is absent in the
marine environment.
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Figure 4. Mean-square sound pressure spectral density levels for a boat (blue) and the 50% rated
turbine capacity (black) from the UNH-LB drifting hydrophone recordings. Levels from a reference
self-noise recording by the system from the laboratory bench are also shown (green).

Sound pressure spectral density was calculated in the frequency band of 10 Hz to
100 kHz, following the IEC 62600-40 TS. As per the IEC 62600-40 TS, the time series were
separated into 1 s windows, with each window overlapping by 50%. Each window was
demeaned and weighted with a Hanning window. Time series of voltages recorded by the
sound measurement system were converted to pressure and transformed to the frequency
domain using a discrete Fourier transform [19]. The magnitude of the resulting mean-
squared voltage spectral density was adjusted so that the total energy is equal to the
variance in the time-domain window, following Parseval’s theorem. This can be verified by
the formula:

V2 =
∫ fmax

0
V2

f d f (1)

where the V2 is the mean-squared voltage in the time series, fmax is the maximum frequency
component, i.e., Nyquist frequency, and V2

f is the mean-squared voltage spectral density.
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The mean-squared sound pressure spectral density level is related to the mean-squared
voltage spectral density as:

Lp, f = 10log10

 p2
f

p2
0

 dB = 10log10

V2
f

V2
0

 dB−
(

G f + S f

)
(2)

where G f is the frequency-dependent gains of the power amplifier (in this study there
was no power amplifier thus G f is zero), S f is the frequency-dependent receiving voltage

sensitivity, p2
0 is the reference value of 1 µPa2/Hz, p2

f is the mean-squared sound pressure

spectral density, and V2
0 is the reference value of 1 V2/Hz. Note that the preamplifier

integrated in the hydrophone should not be included as G f in Equation (2).
The decidecade sound pressure level is calculated as

Lp,ddec = 10log10

[∫ f2

f1

(
p2

f

)
d f /p2

0

]
dB (3)

where f1 and f2 are the limits of a specified decidecade frequency band.
Statistics of the sound pressure characterization metrics described above were calcu-

lated: mean-squared sound pressure spectral density levels, decidecade sound pressure
levels, and root mean square integrated sound pressure levels (SPL). These statistics include
the median, first, and third quartile ranges and were evaluated in each zone (described
in Section 2.4) for each turbine rated capacity bin. Statistical comparisons of decidecade
sound pressure levels at the 25% and 50% turbine power states in each zone were compared
pairwise to ambient noise (0% capacity) with a Mann–Whitney’s U-test. The tests used
a significance level α of 5% which is modified to compare multiple pairwise decidecade

sound pressure levels following the Dunn–Sidak method, with an α′ = 1− 1(1− α)
1
n ,

where n = 40 in this case is the number of pairwise decidecade bands [27].

3. Results

Mean-squared sound pressure spectral density levels and integrated root mean-square
SPLs were plotted as a function of distance to the turbine, as shown for a representative
drift in Figure 5. These comparisons of measured sound levels with proximity to the
turbine did not reveal any clear patterns in noise levels associated with the turbine, nor
was any repeated, characteristic turbine signal observed above the background ambient
acoustic conditions.

The median and interquartile range of the mean-squared sound pressure spectral
density level (Figure 6) and decidecade sound pressure level (Figure 7) show that there
were no data available for the 75% and 100% capacity bins for the three zones. These higher
power generation states of the turbine occurred during the first, stronger ebb tidal sequence
of the day, before daylight hours and before acoustic data were collected. The number
of samples in each bin is summarized in Table 1. Comparisons of spectral levels within
the upstream, downstream, and port zones did not show a clear and consistent increase
from the time periods when the turbine was not operating (0%) to the times when it
was generating power at a 50% rated capacity of the daily maximum (Figures 6 and 7).
Similarly, spectral and decidecade sound pressure density levels do not vary strongly
between zones at the 0%-, 25%-, or 50%-rated capacities (Figures 6 and 7).

The Mann–Whitney tests (p-value) provide statistical comparisons of the decidecade sound
pressure levels at varying turbine power generation states in the different zones (Figure 8). In the
port zone, although several of the decidecade frequency bands (~7000–10,000 Hz) at 25% tur-
bine capacity were statistically different from the ambient acoustic conditions, the different
frequencies did not remain consistent at the 50% turbine capacity rating (~1000–1500 Hz).
Nor were these statistically different decidecade frequency levels observed in either of the
other measurement zones, suggesting the statistical difference could not be attributed to
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noise from the turbine. In the upstream zone, decidecade acoustic levels from the 25% and
50% turbine power states were not significantly different from ambient levels at 0% capac-
ity. In the downstream zone, both 25% and 50% turbine capacity acoustic measurements
appeared to be significantly different from ambient noise in the decidecade bands <100 Hz.
Meanwhile at frequencies >1000 Hz, the measured levels were not statistically different
from ambient conditions at both 25% and 50% capacity. Again, the lack of consistency in the
statistically significant affected frequencies below 100 Hz that are not observed in any other
zone suggests alternative sound sources could be affecting turbine sound measurements
in this zone. A more likely explanatory hypothesis for these sporadic differences between
power states in different zones is temporal variability in ambient noise from other sources,
such as recreational and commercial vessel traffic. (e.g., distant passing vessel).
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Figure 5. Examples of the sound pressure spectral level (a) and the sound pressure level (b) as a
function of distance between the drifting hydrophone and the turbine axis. The horizontal axis
denotes measurements from +70 m upstream of the energy converter to the minimum distance of
12 m, and then to −93 m downstream of the turbine. Data are from the fifth drift on 23 July 2021.
No significant increase in sound pressure level was observed as the hydrophone approached the
turbine, and the turbine power output remained relatively stable (c). A non-recurring increase in
sound pressure and spectral levels is observed from −50 m to −60 m, possibly attributed to a distant
passing vessel- or bridge-related noise.
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Figure 6. Median values (black curves) and interquartile range (gray region) of the mean-square
sound pressure spectral density levels at five rated capacity levels in three 25 m × 25 m zones:
port (top row), upstream (middle row), and downstream (bottom row) (see Figure 7). There are no
acoustic measurements from the 75% and 100% turbine power generations states, which occurred
during the stronger ebb tide of the day in the dark hours before sunrise.
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Figure 7. Median values (black curves) and interquartile range (gray shadow) of the decidecade
sound pressure levels at five rated capacity levels in three 25 m × 25 m zones: in the upstream (first
row), downstream (second row), and port (third row) directions from the turbine (see Figure 7).
The frequency axis labels denote the lower limit of each decidecade frequency band. There are no
acoustic measurements from the 75% and 100% turbine power generations states, which occurred
during the stronger ebb tide of the day in the dark hours before sunrise.
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Table 1. The median and standard deviation values (in brackets) of the sound pressure levels in
each measurement zone as a function of rated capacity (0%, 25%, 50%, within ±10% for the average
capacity of samples included in the bin). No data points met the 75% or 100% capacity level in any of
the assessment zones. N is the number of samples in each zone and capacity range. Units are in dB
ref 1 µPa.

Zone 0%
Capacity

25%
Capacity

50%
Capacity

Port 117.7
(N = 134, std = 5.73)

116.4
(N = 34, std = 4.82)

116.3
(N = 35, std = 7.56)

Upstream 118.5
(N = 146, std = 8.95)

116.1
(N = 34, std = 3.46)

119.4 dB
(N = 12, std = 1.75)

Downstream 120.6
(N = 25, std = 4.48)

111.8
(N = 33, std = 5.38)

113.0
(N = 12, std = 1.74)
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Figure 8. Results of pair-wise Mann–Whitney tests (p-value) for the decidecade sound pressure
levels comparing values at the 25% (panels a,c,e) and 50% (panels b,d,f) turbine power generation
states with baseline noise levels at 0% in each zone. The frequency axis labels denote the lower
limit of each decidecade frequency band. Red dash lines indicate 5% significance level, adjusted for
multiple comparisons.

Table 1 shows the median SPL and standard deviation in each measurement zone as
a function of rated capacity (0%, 25%, 50%, ±10%) for the average capacity of samples
included in the bin. Here, again, we observe no clear pattern of rising noise levels with
increasing turbine power generation state. Rather, median SPL values decrease with
increasing power capacity in the downstream zone but remain relatively steady in the
upstream and port zones. Additionally, median SPL values remain consistent between the
upstream and port zones regardless of power generation states. Further evidence of a lack
of an acoustic contribution from the turbine to ambient noise levels in the surrounding area
is shown in Figure 9. As the current carries the drifting hydrophone past the turbine, there
is no associated pattern in the measured SPLs.
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Figure 9. Sound pressure levels along 14 drifting tracks. Note the three 25 m × 25 m zones centered
roughly 100 m upstream and downstream of the turbine, and the zone centered 25 m to port where
the sound metrics were calculated.

4. Discussion

There are several advantages of locating tidal turbine energy conversion systems at
bridges, some of which include optimized current speeds resulting from constricted flow in
areas that allow the shortest crossing bridge length, as well as being able to leverage existing
deployment infrastructure (e.g., piers and pilings) [20]. These benefits help encourage
rapid deployment and testing of near-surface turbine technologies from floating platforms
and bridge structures with the added value of providing important public exposure to ME
systems, and opportunities for environmental monitoring data collection during the early
stages of testing, research, and development. Recognizing these benefits, the deployment
infrastructure developed for the UNH-LB project will form the basis for a scaled tidal
energy test site to be developed under the new Atlantic Marine Energy Center [26].

The IEC 62600-40 TS provides a valuable framework and guidance for standardized
data collection, analysis, and presentation of results for underwater noise measurements
and acoustic characterization of tidal turbines. Using this framework, acoustic emissions
from the UNH-LB 25 kW turbine operating at reduced power generation capacity were
not readily observed, and any signal levels remained below the higher ambient acoustic
conditions that occur during the daylight recording periods in this busy port setting.
Nevertheless, this effort provides a beneficial use case of the IEC 62600-40 TS, and despite
a lack of detectable acoustic signal under the higher ambient sound level conditions and
lower power generation state of the turbine, it is an important example that helps fill
knowledge gaps, assist maintenance of the IEC 62600-40 TS, and inform regulators and
industry. The minimal acoustic emissions and limited potential for wildlife disturbance
from underwater noise associated with the UNH-LB tidal turbine during this test is viewed
as a positive result (from an ocean stewardship perspective) and represents a useful addition
to the growing collection of previous acoustic measurements at turbines that will assist
future permitting and monitoring of marine renewable energy deployments. One of the
main differences between the previous tidal turbine acoustic observations referenced in
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Section 1 and those associated with the UNH-LB tidal turbine is the location of the power
conversion mechanism, gearing, and electronics. Unlike many of the seafloor-mounted
turbines, the power conversion components of the UNH-LB turbine are found above water
on the TDP, and noise and vibrations generated during power production with the direct-
drive generator do not appear to effectively propagate along the turbine shaft or through
the TDP structure into the water column. Comparisons of peak decidecade received levels
around the UNH-LB turbine during 50% capacity rating power generation are significantly
below those reported for other drifting hydrophone measurements of hydrokinetic turbines
in similar marine [12,14] and large riverine environments [28] (Table 2). This provides
further evidence for a lack of substantial turbine acoustic emissions during the measured
power generation states at the Memorial Bridge in the higher, daytime ambient sound
environment of the lower Piscataqua River tidal estuary.

Table 2. Sound pressure levels recorded by drifting hydrophones from four marine and large
riverine CECs.

Turbine Capacity SPL
(dB re 1 µPa)

Frequency
(Hz)

Range
(m) Reference

RivGen 35 kW 137 dB 50–1000 Hz 1–2 m [14]
Atlantis
AR1500 1.5 MW 136 dB 100–1000 Hz <100 m [12]

TidGen 150 kW 121 dB 10–15 kHz 21 m [28]
Envirogen

025 25 kW 116 dB 10–100 kHz 10–40 m This study

Several recommendations and lessons learned from this effort will inform future data
collection and measurements of underwater noise around tidal turbine sites. The IEC 62600-
40 TS should be followed to the greatest extent possible to collect the most transferable
data and analysis for comparisons across sites and devices. Still, because of logistical chal-
lenges and data limitations, some modifications to field and analysis efforts were needed
to provide meaningful information. The modifications included shifting the upstream
and downstream measurement zones slightly to port and bringing the port measurement
zone inward to 25 m from the turbine axis due to current flow characteristics and spa-
tial constraints of the site. Similarly, the threshold number of 10 acoustic measurement
sequences within a zone for each power capacity rating was reduced to 6. This was a
result of data limitations associated with vessel noise contamination during recording
sequences. The consistent vessel activity in the busy port setting was the main driver of
ambient sound levels and limiting data collection and analysis to times when vessels were
both not operating within visual sight and could not be detected in the acoustic records
was a significant challenge that made it difficult to cover the measurement zones at all the
specified turbine capacity ratings. A recommendation for future acoustic recordings in
busy port settings is to maintain flexibility to conduct operations during night hours when
vessel traffic may be greatly reduced. Additionally, with maximum tidal current velocities
during the tests well below turbine rated speed, the full power generation rating of the
turbine was never reached and therefore the capacity rating times series for this analysis
was normalized by the 24 h observed maximum, also a forward-looking recommendation.

As more opportunities for measuring and characterizing underwater sound from tidal
turbines emerge, standardized, transferable measurements with readily available tech-
nologies and methodologies will inform monitoring decisions made to address regulatory
concerns. Additionally, these in situ acoustic measurements can be used to parameterize
underwater noise modeling efforts for future device deployments and provide important
validation for model outputs at active project sites.
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